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SUMMARY

In Japan, rock failure is one of the most frequent disasters. Because rock materials are brittle,
deformation due to micro to macro fracture is thought to be transient phenomenon. Acoustic emission
known as a premonitory phenomenon is expected to be useful for prediction of eventual rock failure. In
order to perform stable AE monitoring to evaluate rock failure, a remote AE system by modem
communication has been successfully developed for continuous rock failure monitoring in field. A
prospective method to install AE sensors into the rock slope (WEAD) has also been developed. A series
of studies on the WEAD are conducted for evaluation of AE signals in the laboratory. Based on the
experimental results, criteria for classifying fracture states are proposed. The remote AE systems have
been used at three sites in field for monitoring rock slope failure for about two years. The proposed
criteria for the fractures are applied to the field data and fracture state are evaluated comparing with
internal slope behavior estimated by displacement, borehole-strain, temperature and so forth. Thus, the
applicability of the remote AE system for continuous monitoring of rock failure with WEAD is
demonstrated.

INSTALLATION OF AE SENSORS

In the case of AE monitoring in rock slope, effective detection of AE waves generated due to
deformation of rock is usually difficult because AE waves are strongly attenuated when they propagate
through joints of rock. In geotechnical application of the AE technique, to avoid energy attenuation of
AE waves, waveguides are often employed to detect AE signals (Hardy and Taioli, 1988; Nakajima et
al., 1988). There are two types of the waveguides. One is low-attenuation type of waveguides devised to
lead weak AE signals to AE sensors. Metallic materials are generally adopted as the low-attenution type
of waveguides. Another is deformation-related waveguides designed to generate self-emissions due to
deformation of the guide corresponding to the rock motion. Several types of rosin, fiberglass, PVC with
sand, PVC with water, and so on, are employed as the self-deformation waveguides. The latter
waveguides, however, are devised on soil materials, which have relatively ductile nature compared with
rock materials. Thus, applications of these waveguides to rock materials are thought to be difficult.
Desirable conditions of waveguide for rock materials are as follows: (a) AE waves can propagate up to
the AE sensor to avoid strong attenuation influenced by rock conditions. (b) The characteristics of AE
waves detected should reflect actual fracture mechanisms. (c) The stability of the rock slope can be
reasonably evaluated by the AE signals acquired.

In order to meet the above conditions on the waveguide for rock materials, WEAD (waveguide for AE
waves due to rock deformation) has been developed. The WEAD consists of cementitious materials and
reinforcement with AE sensors. In the WEAD, borehole excavation is performed to install the AE
sensors and to obtain mechanical properties of the rock. Mixture proportion of cementitious materials is
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 (a)   (b)
Fig. 1. Behavior of WEAD under deformation of rock. (a) Before. (b) After deformation.

designed with reference to the mechanical properties of core samples retrieved. Figure 1 shows behavior
of the WEAD under deformation of rock. With the deformation of the rock, the WEAD simultaneously
deforms along with the rock, and then AE wave is generated within the cementitious material. Fracture of
the WEAD occurs similarly to those of the deformed rock. As a result, characteristics of the AE waves
would be compatible to those due to actual rock deformation. Because initial state of the WEAD is
intact, AE waves generated can efficiently propagate to the AE sensors. The WEAD can have other
advantages. Because filler of cementitious materials in the borehole is mixed from cement, sand and
chemical admixtures, AE characteristics of the filler can be experimentally obtained. Thus, comparing
field data with empirical data, fracture state of the rock can be readily evaluated.

In the case that the WEAD contained many cracks due to damage, the rock conditions would be similar
to those of surrounding rock. It may result in the difficulty to detect AE signals effectively. To solve
this problem, reinforcement of steel bar is installed into the borehole with AE sensors. AE signals
subsequent to the local motion would be detected until final failure with the reinforcement. It is noted
that these AE waves may have nothing to do with the actual fracture mechanism of rock. However, AE
counting and AE parameters could provide reasonable information on the fracture state. Figure 2 shows
characteristics of wave attenuation in grouting materials with or without reinforcement. Also in the
figure, results of the filler fractured by bending and shear are shown. Properties of the filler are discussed
in the next session. The grouting material (filler) with reinforcement has more effective propagation
characteristic than that without reinforcement. Even in the cases of the grouting materials failure, those
propagation characteristics are comparable to that without reinforcement. Thus, the reinforcement plays
an important role in the WEAD.

EXPEREVIENTAL STUDIES

In a monitoring site of rock failure, boreholes are excavated to investigate crack conditions and to
determine mechanical properties. To make the strength of the grouting material compatible to the rock,
to develop the strength promptly and to ensure high workability, grouting materials of fast-curing type
are employed. Chemical components of CaO: SiO2: A12O3: SO3 are 51.5: 26.9: 11.8: 2.6 by weight.
Beam-type specimens of dimensions 10 cm x 10 cm x 100 cm with reinforcement of 13 mm diameter
installed in a neutral axis were cast. These specimens were moisture-cured in water for 28 days in the
standard room (20˚C). Figure 3 illustrates both bending and shear tests along with the arrangement of AE
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sensors. These two types of failure tests were conducted by four-point loading. Ten AE sensors (60
kHz resonance) were set on the specimen in the bending, while eight AE sensors (60 kHz resonance)
were used in the shear test.

Fig. 2. Characteristics of wave attenuation in the waveguides.

Fig. 3. Illustrations of bending and shear tests and arrangement of AE sensors.
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AE signals over 40 dB were recorded as AE waves by a MISTRAS AE system (PAC). Classical AE
parameters were also analyzed. Using sets of AE signals from more than six independent channels, AE
sources were located in three-dimension. Applied load and deflection of the specimen were also
measured.

Results and discussions

Figure 4 shows averaged AE (ringdown) counts of the latest 100 data sets until the final failure. The
dotted lines in Fig. 4 show the elapsed time reached 100 data sets. In both bending and shear tests, stable
increase of the AE counts could not be observed. In the case of bending, the averaged AE counts less
than 20 may imply the fracture state transferred from early stage to intermediate stage. The AE counts
of the final stage would be from 20 to 30. In the result of shear test, the averaged ringdown counts ranged
from 40 to 50 over the whole fracture stages.

 (a) Bending test.

     (b) Shear test.
Fig. 4. Averaged AE (ringdown) counts of the latest 100 data sets until the final failure.
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 (a) Bending test.

      (b) Shear test.
Fig. 5. Averaged energy counts of the latest 100 data sets until the final failure.

Figure 5 shows the averaged energy counts of the latest 100 data sets until the final failure. The energy
counts are defined by the area of a rectified AE signal envelope, and is known as a parameter, which is
closely related to the energy of AE sources. In the result of bending, it is found that energy counts in the
early stage of fracture are less than 20. This is when mortar cracks would be generated in the specimen.
The energy counts ranging from 20 to 40 are thought to represent the intermediate stage of fracture,
although sudden increase up to 160 and a decrease are observed. In the intermediate stage of fracture,
bond fracture between reinforcement and mortar would be generated. In the final stage of fracture
suggesting crack coalescence and crack growth, the averaged AE energy counts of over 40 is observed. In
the case of shear, it is obvious that the averaged energy counts successively increase up to the final
fracture level. This implies that the average energy counts of 80, 200 and 300 would become the criteria
to classify the fracture stages.
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Because AE amplitude is associated with the magnitude of fracture, the b-value that is defined as a slope
of the amplitude distribution is known as an effective index related to the fracture states (Mogi, 1964;
Sholz, 1968). In order to apply the b-value to the AE technique, improved b-value is proposed (Shiotani
et al., 1994). The improved b-value has successfully been applied not only to geotechnical materials
(Shiotani and Ohtsu, 1999a; Shiotani et al., 1999b) but also to concrete materials (Shiotani et al., 1999c).
Because the b-value is originally defined in seismology, it is difficult to determine the amplitude range
and the number of AE data to obtain the proper b-value in AE application. The improved b-value is
defined by utilizing such statistical values of the amplitude distributions as mean, µ, and standard
deviation σ. The improved b-value (Ib) is proposed by,

(1)
where N(w1) is the accumulated number of AE events, in which amplitude is more than µ – α1σ, N(w2)
is those of AE events, in which amplitude is more than µ + α2σ,; and α1 and α2 are constants. Then, the
amplitude range is given by (α1 + α2)σ. To compare with the seismic b-value, the improved b-value
above should be multiplied by twenty. β in equation (2) is the total number of AE events when the
improved b-value analysis is performed.

(2)

Fig. 6. Improved b-value due to bend and shear tests until the final failure.

Figure 6 shows the improved b-value due to bending and shear loads, where α1 = 1, α2 = 0 and β = 100
are employed. Dotted lines in the figure represent the elapsed time when AE events reached β. In the
result of bending, the improved b-value reached 0.17 in the intermediate stage of fracture, then it sharply
dropped to 0.04. Afterwards, with progressing to the final stage of fracture, it rises and drops repeatedly
ranging from 0.04 to 0.15. Finally, the variation becomes smaller between 0.02 to 0.06. In the result of
shear, the improved b-value perpetually changes in the narrow range from 0.02 to 0.06 over the whole
fracture stage. This implies that continuous fluctuations of the improved b-value from 0.02 to 0.06
correspond to the fracture stage where shear-type of fracture is more dominantly generated than
tensile-type of fracture. Based on the experimental results, the criteria of fracture levels suggested are
summarized as Table 1.
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Table 1. Criteria of fracture level based on the experimental results.

APPLICATIONS

Geologically, a monitoring site is made of hornfels. The monitoring slope dips with angle of 80˚. In the
slope, it is observed that many diagonal joints are lying perpendicular to the slope surface. After removal
of unstable rocks for disaster prevention, AE monitoring was performed with the WEAD. Making
reference to mechanical properties of rock, grouting material, which is previously discussed, was used
for the WEAD. Figure 7 shows the sensor arrangement and the joint condition. Five AE sensors (60
kHz) equally spaced on reinforcement 13 mm diameter by 1.5 m were installed into the slope and one
AE sensor (60 kHz) was placed at control room to monitor background noise. To eliminate undesirable
emissions due to natural phenomena induced by rain, sunshine and wind, a surface portion of the
borehole was filled with sand down to 1.0 m. AE signals generated from the slope were amplified 40 dB
at sensor-integrated preamplifiers, and the signals over the threshold 40 dB were acquired in a remote AE
system (PAC). To collect data and to change test conditions remotely, an AE system with a modem
connection was developed and deployed. A seismometer, crack gauges in three dimensions and borehole
strain gauges were also set in the slope.

Fig. 7. Sensor arrangement in monitoring slope.
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Results and Discussion

AE activity between March and September 1999 is shown in Fig. 8, although AE monitoring is still in
progress. Because AE activity during six months was mostly of the same trend at all sensors, only
results of AE-4 are shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a) exhibits the averaged  ringdown counts of the latest 100
data sets. A dotted line in the figure denotes the elapsed time reached when data number reaches 100. It
is observed that the averaged ringdown counts stayed around 10. Thus, fracture level of the site was
evaluated as level I/II from Table 1. Figure 8(b) shows the averaged energy counts. The same trend as the
ringdown counts was confirmed. Because the averaged energy counts varied around 10, fracture level was
evaluated as level I from the table.

Figure 8(c) represents the variation of the improved b-value. Because remarkable increase and decrease
could not be observed, the fracture level was evaluated as less than level I. Thus, fracture levels evaluated
from these parameters agreed quite well. From all those results on the ringdown counts, the energy
counts and the improved b-values, the monitoring slope was thought to be sound. Moreover, from the
trends of temperature and crack gauges  in three dimensions, emissions detected during the measured
period were estimated as those due to volumetric expansion and shrinkage of the rock blocks induced by
temperature variation.

CONCLUSIONS

An installation method of AE sensors for the rock AE monitoring technique called WEAD is introduced.
In order to evaluate the slope stability, the fracture criteria are proposed on the basis of experimental
studies on the WEAD. A remote AE system has been developed. The WEAD and the remote AE
system were applied to in-situ. slope monitoring and then the AE data acquired are evaluated by the
proposed criteria comparing with slope behavior. It is found that both fracture levels estimated from AE
activity and slope behavior agreed quite well. Thus, reliability of the WEAD and the remote AE system
is verified.
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Fig. 8. AE activity in AE-4 between March and September, 1999.
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